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Abstract
We present a constructive Coq mechanization of undecidability results
for linear logic (more precisely the elementary fragment) and as a consequence Boolean BI.

The mechanisation of undecidability results in proof assistants in general
(and in Coq in particular) is a difficult task because the mechanisation of computability theory has only started recently [7, 8, 4, 2]. Undecidability results are
often established by reduction to other previously known undecidability results.
Typically for linear logic, by reduction to the computation of counter or Minsky
machines [6, 3, 5].
Hence, before showing the undecidability of elementary linear logic, one
has to show that the computation of Minsky machines is undecidable. As a
side remark, it seems that some people are still unconvinced of the Turing
completeness of Minsky machines.1
To fully mechanise such undecidability results in proof assistants, we cannot
assume a library of already established undecidability results because the developement of such a library is only at its very earlier stages. Hence, for the case of
linear logic, we need a mechanised reduction of Turing machines (TM) to Minsky
machines (MM). Direct certified programming with TM or MM is very difficult.
Actually, it is never done in pen and paper proofs. Even reductions of MM
problems to logic problems (or other problems), are rarely or never proved computable in papers. The reason being that doing so would involve very detailed
description of encodings with corresponding correctedness proofs. These might
obfuscate the “interesting” aspects of reductions. But mechanisation requires a
much higher level of details.
Instead of certified programming in assembly like languages (TM or MM), we
propose a certified compiler of high-level languages (functional or weak call-byvalue λ-calculus [2]) to TM/MM. Hence, we do not need to show the correction
of MM simulating TMs but only the correction of a TM interpreter written in
a high-level language. This is still difficult but much more doable than proving
the correction of an interpreter written in assembly language.
Then we can mecanize our reduction [5] of MM to elementary linear logic
and get of certified proof of undecidability of linear logic and Boolean BI, the
elementary fragment being common to these two logics.
1 https://sites.ualberta.ca/~bimbo
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